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Online Customer
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Businesses are engaging with more and more customers through online channels. Now, more than
ever, businesses need to fully support the online customer experience and provide them with quality online support. In addition to phone, email, self-service, and video customer support channels,
live chat is a great tool for online customer support that can lead to happier customers, increased
conversions, and a reduction in service costs. But should your business use live chat for support?

HERE ARE THREE BENEFITS TO CONSIDER:
1. CUSTOMERS LOVE LIVE CHAT
2. INCREASED SALES
3. REDUCED SERVICE COST

Customers Love Live
Chat
“WITHIN THE ONLINE CHANNEL, THE
CHAT FEATURE HAS BECOME THE LEADING CONTACT SOURCE, AS 42% OF
FULL-SERVICE CUSTOMERS INDICATE
USING A LIVE ONLINE CHAT FEATURE VS. EMAIL (23%) OR OTHER SOCIAL
MEDIA FORUM (16%). ADDITIONALLY, ONLINE SATISFACTION IS HIGHEST
AMONG CUSTOMERS WHO USE THE
CHAT FEATURE”.
(U.S. Wireless Customer Care Full-Service Performance Study).

Customers
Love Live
Chat

“THE HIGHER LEVELS OF SATISFACTION
WITH ONLINE CHAT ARE PARTIALLY
DUE TO THE EFFICIENCY AND IMMEDIACY OF THE EXPERIENCE”.
cespractice at J.D. Power, stated later in that same study

When customers engage with a live chat
representative, the overall experience is quick
and simple. Customers welcome the ability to
easily enter order numbers and confirmation
codes into a chat box for faster service.
Customers can continue browsing and easily
view online content while chatting. And they
can easily carry that support all the way through
checkout Overall, live chat brings very few interruptions to the customer’s online experience.
With live chat, agents have access to each customer’s browsing history, shortcuts/macros,
co-browsing features, and many other helpful tools. This means chat agents can help
the customer with the context of customer’s
history and activity.
With access to better tools, agents can provide
better, more relevant support to custo-

mers – which, in the end, is a “win-win”
for both the customer and the agent.
90% of customers consider live chat helpful
(according to an ATG Global Consumer Trend
study) Even before engaging with live chat, seeing the “Live Chat” button bolsters confidence. Customers like knowing that they can get
immediate help if needed.

online purchase. Waiting for days for an email
response can be so frustrating to a customer that they won’t re- turn to the website even after the email response. Customers
want to get answers and help right away, while they are on the website or in the middle of
a transaction. A study titled Making Proactive
Chat Work by Forrester Research found that:

Contrast that to the experience with phone or
email support. Customers get frustrated plugging through phone prompts of “For support,
press one, for sales, press two ...
please say your account number and a
representative will be right with you,” followed
by a long queue and hold music. Live chat occasionally has a queue as well, but it is typically
much shorter than a phone queue. Agent and
the customer can share names, account numbers, and tracking numbers via chat instead of
over the phone where mistakes can be common.

“44% of online consumers say that having
questions answered by a live person while in
the middle of an online purchase is one of the
most important features a Web site can offer.”

And instead of waiting for days to receive answers via email, customers can receive their
answers immediately and continue with their

By offering live chat as one of several support options, you are providing a support
channel for customers who might have left
your website without ever asking for support.

Increased Sales
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NOT ONLY DO CUSTOMERS LOVE LIVE
CHAT, BUSINESSES LOVE IT TOO.

Increased
Sales

“ACCORDING TO A POLL BY ANDERSEN
CONSULTING, ALMOST 62% OF INTERNET
CONSUMERS SAID THEY WOULD PURCHASE MORE PRODUCTS ONLINE IF LIVE
CUSTOMER SUPPORT WERE AVAILABLE.”

With that type of increase in online sales, live
chat will pay for itself many times over. Then,
add to it reduced shopping cart abandonment
by up to 30% and a boost in average order size
and you’ve got quite a case for using live chat.
With the wide variety of choices that customers
have online, a customer at the stage where an
item is in their cart is a big
deal! If a customer gets to that point and needs
support, the likelihood of them making a phone
call or sending an email is quite low. But it is highly likely to use live chat because of its immdiacy. Recent studies conclude:
“77% of people shopping online would like to
make contact with a real person before making a purchase, and over half say that the
lack of interaction has caused them not to
purchase.”

In 2002, Wells Fargo made an attempt to use
live chat for on-line customer support. It ultimately failed and they pulled the feature. After
additional research, they tried again in 2008.
This time, the results were fantastic and live
chat continues to be used as one of their customer support tools. Regarding that experience,
Forrester stated:

“HIGH
SCORES

CUSTOMER
AND

A

SATISFACTION
DOUBLE-DIGIT

INCREASE IN CONVERTED SHOPPERS
HAVE SHOWN THE VALUE ONCE
AND FOR ALL OF THIS TECHNOLOGY.”
(Wells Fargo Proves The Business Case For Online Chat
– Forrester)

After having a positive support experience, customers are more likely to return and do business with
that company in the future. An emarketer.com su-

vey found that 63% of customers were more likely
to return to a website that offers live chat. “62%
re ported being more likely to purchase from the
site again.
A further 38% of respondents said they had
made their purchase due to the chat session itself.
All these attitudes were even more prevalent among
respondents who bought online at least weekly.”

Reduced Service
Costs
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AS CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAMS USE LIVE
CHAT, THEY SEE AN OVERALL DECREASE
IN THE SERVICE COSTS IN SUPPORTING
ONLINE CUSTOMERS.
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The initial set-up and implementation of a live
chat tool is quick and easy. A simple solution
can be launched in one day while a solution that
is fully customized and integrated with a CRM
and/ or e-commerce platform with proactive
rules, etc. typically takes around 10-20 days to
set up and launch. This is quite quick in both scenarios and the reduced implementation time
keeps budgets low and technical teams happy.
The cost per interaction of live chat is lower
than most alternative methods like phone or
email support. Because of quicker response times, agents spend less time per interaction and
thus each interaction takes up less of the agents
time, which reduces the need for extra agents.
Additionally, since agents can support multiple
customers simultaneously (typically 4-5, but

sometimes more!) this is far less costly than
phone support where agents can support only
one customer at one time. Live chat will also reduce the number of calls coming in to the call
center as customers turn to live chat over dialing a phone number. Many businesses see call
deflection rates of 30-70%! Some businesses
even go as far as eliminating the need (and cost)
of their toll-free numbers.
Businesses can also see big cost reductions
over time due to improvements in efficiency –
agents handling multiple chats, using pre-written responses, directing customers to web pages, etc. Saving just one second per chat can
result in an overall time savings of 40-80 hours
per year. More efficiency can either mean the
ability to support more web traffic and customer support requests with the same number of
agents, or with the same amount of customer
support requests, fewer reps are needed.
Overall, the use of live chat can save money on
implementation, ongoing platform and service
costs, and employee task time.

A Final Note
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THERE ARE MANY WAYS FOR CUSTOMER SUPPORT AGENTS, MARKETING
DEPARTMENTS, AND SALES TEAMS TO
USE LIVE CHAT TO MAKE CUSTOMERS
HAPPY, INCREASE ONLINE SALES AND
CONVERSIONS, AND REDUCE SERVICE
COSTS. WITH ALL OF THESE BENEFITS,
WHY AREN’T MORE BUSINESSES USING
LIVE CHAT?
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Certain businesses have products and services that naturally match best with email
support, phone support, or other support channels. Live chat is a good fit for
most, but its not a good fit for everybody.
Some customer demographics prefer other
support channels. Older generations, for
example, are typically more accustomed
to making a phone call when they have
a problem instead of starting a live chat.
Businesses need to really think about
their customers and what type of support best fits their behavior and needs.
Thus, businesses with certain types of
customers aren’t a good fit for live chat.

About Vivocha
Established in 2012, and already serving 80+ clients worldwide amongst which ING Bank, Nectar,
Save the Children, and many more top brands, Vivocha is an award-winning, and growing startup
with offices in San Francisco, Milan, and Cagliari. Vivocha provides a cloud-based online customer
interaction plat- form enabling businesses to seamlessly and proactively communicate, on the go
as well, with pros- pects and customers directly on their own websites, using any combination of
VoIP, video, chat, call- back, and collaboration tools like assisted browsing and form and document
sharing: up in less than 5 minutes, Vivocha’s platform helps increase conversion rates and customer satisfaction via significant improvements in online and mobile customer experience.

